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Hello! I'm going to review the only band out there, that is as hardcore as me; Slayer! 
In particular, their 'Reign in Blood!' You may be familiar with the fan video, where the 
man in it shouts 'Slaaaaaaaayeeeeer!!!!!!', and I wholeheartedly agree with him! 
Slaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaayeeeeeeeerrrrrr!!!!!!!!!! What more can I say? God, I don't 
have much time, I'm a responsible member of society, and have obligations (trust 
me).... Slaaa.... No, I'll move on... Alright, well just listen to those riffs in 'Angel of 
Death'; are they fast, or what? 'Necrophobic', (not 'Velcrophobic', as I once thought it 
was) has the craziest tempo, at 248 bpm, and that's in double time. :O All musicians 
are tight as hell, holy moly... The music in general isn't as complicated as 'Master of 
Puppets', and despite Kerry King's chip shop melting solos at warp speed, let's face 
it... he can't compare with the highly innovative Megadeth's Marty Friedman, and his 
musical world tour. (Yep, you'll hear Arabic, Japanese and traditional ideas, from him, 
and more). Does Slayer's simplicity matter, though? Listen to reason - Sla... Ok, I'll 
stop. Only joking...... 
Slaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaayeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeeeerrrrrr!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Not all songs are super fast, some are just plain evil; like 'Postmortem'. That is one 
brutal intro riff. Ok, fair enough, the song does go lightning quick, at the end. Are 
there any slow songs on the album, then? Hm.. Let's have a think... I guess there's 
'Jesus Saves', and it's cheeky riff in 5/4.... Nope, that goes mental, too. Er... 
'Criminally Insane?' No, same goes... Well, I guess there are no slow songs on the 
album. Cool!!! This is perfect music for joyriding super cars and fighter jets. If only I 
could get my hands on a Mig Foxbat, and go mach 3. I guess it's time to plan my trip 
to Russia... No, I'll finish reviewing, first.... Slaaaaaaaayeeer!!!!! 

Now, I'll move onto lyrical content. 'What are the songs about?', I hear you ask... 
Let's go in depth. I know some other reviews go 'in depth' in a similar way to this, but 
fuck it, coming up with ideas is hard: 'Angel of Death' is about torture; 'Piece by 
Piece', is about torture;  'Necrophobic', is about a fear of fasteners, joke, it's about 
torture; 'Altar of Sacrifice', is about torture, but in Hell; 'Jesus Saves', isn't about 
torture, something about religion, or whatever; 'Criminally Insane', is more about 
murder, than torture; 'Reborn', is about someone living again after death, though only 
after being tortured; 'Epidemic', is about some disease; 'Postmortem', oh, fuck 
knows; 'Raining Blood, again, I dunno... Could be about a rather nasty dictator; and 
finally, we have 'Aggressive Perfector'... A song about... Hmmm... And that's all of 
them...

Here's a little random fact for you: There are some who say, that when you play this 
album backwards, you hear Tom Hanks shout 'yippee ki yay, motherfucker!' 
Interestingly, this album came out 2 years, before Diehard was made. What does 
that tell you? Exactly. Makes you wonder where he stored all the olives and 
toasters...

Oh, God, what else is there to say? Maybe I could pad this out, by reviewing various 
cheeses. I don't know what the fuck I'm doing... :S Stilton: 0/10. Camembert: 0/10. 
Cheddar: 0/10. Feta: 0/10. Pizza cheese: 10/10! YESSS!.... Have you ever noticed, 
how there are more silver cars, than green cars? What's up with that? No, things are 
getting weird, so here are some more cool albums: 'City' by Strapping Young Lad, 
'Eschaton', by Anaal Nathrakh, ‘In Their Darkened Shrines’, by Nile, etc.... Anything 
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hypersonic, basically. What will I give all the albums, I just mentioned in this entry? 
TEEEEEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Ciao!


